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Dairy Focus 01/2018
Bulgarian EU Presidency
Bulgaria just started its Presidency
of the Council of the European

EDA Policy
Conference
21 March 2018

Union for the first time since its
accession in 2007.
“The main priority for the Bulgarian Presidency will
be to organise an effective debate within the
Council on the modernisation and simplification of

‘European Dairy - Our way forward’

the Common Agricultural Policy following the
Communication on the CAP from the European

Wednesday 21 March 2018
14.00 – 18.00
Brussels

Commission and based on the policy options, which
will be proposed. In the debate on the future CAP,

Espace Banca Monte Paschi, 22-28 Av. d’Auderghem

the Bulgarian Presidency plans to place a special
emphasis on maintaining an adequate financing for

Tom Tynan,

the CAP” highlighted Dr Tzvetan Dimitrov Deputy

member of EU Commissioner Phil Hogan’s

Minister – Ministry of Agriculture, Food and

cabinet,

Forestry, Bulgaria.

Confirmed

speakers
Dr

include:

Tzvetan

Dimitrov,

Deputy

Minister – Ministry of Agriculture, Food and
Forestry, Bulgaria and Peter Giørtz-Carlsen,
Executive Vice President Europe, Arla Foods

➤ Save the date and stay tuned!

Promotion - Info day on the
Calls for Proposals 2018
Wednesday 31 January 2018
09.00 – 17.00, Brussels
➤ Register before 24 January

➤ Check out our latest Dairy Focus and find
out more about the Bulgarian Dairy sector!

EU Commission’s 9th Framework
Programme for Research and
Innovation (FP9)
Last week, EDA discussed EU Commission’s FP9

with a DG Research & Innovation official, who
highlighted the path of the EU Research &
Innovation Programme after 2020, the very core of
EU’s priority ambitions for the next decade.
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The new Framework Programme will be structured

primary ingredient of a food where different to that

into five pillars covering topics ranging from global

given for that food” (➤ link). For dairy products,

challenges to natural resources. The research

EDA is working on dairy specific guidelines on

programme will be complemented by a European

voluntary origin labelling.

Innovation Council, steered by DG Research &

Innovation, to implement the European research
and innovation policy at industry level.

“At last, the text has been published. The proposed

draft protects the EU quality policy in exempting
geographical indications - that’s one of the points
that we were asking for. The proposed implementing

EU Trade policy — success story:
publication of Tariff Schedules
for EU-Japan Free Trade
Agreement

regulation should protect in a similar way the
quality policy and the intellectual property of
companies by exempting also trademarks from the
scope of the text. But at least, the EU Commission
has acknowledged the need
for

DG Trade has updated its website on the EU-

a

very

cautious

approach when it comes

Japan Economic Partnership Agreement,

to trademarks”, stated

providing additional details on the published

EDA vice chair Claude

chapters of the agreement (e.g. on Agriculture,

Steinmetz (Luxlait).

Rules of Origin, SPS, TRQs, the EU’s & Japan’s
respective tariff schedules...). The Japan tariff
schedule reduces tariffs for several dairy CN
codes

and

offers

increased

TRQs

on

Evaporated Milk; Whey; ‘Butter, Skimmed Milk
Powder, Milk Powder, Butter Milk Powder and
Condensed Milk’; Milk Powder and Cheeses.

Lactose, Casein and Caseinates, and Milk
Proteins (falling under chapters 3502 and
3504) are liberalised when the agreement will
enter into force. The agreement is still under
legal review by both parties, but is already
today a huge success story for all involved.

Omnibus: Publication of amendments
to CAP Regulation
The Regulation (EU) 2017/2393 of the EP and

Council of 13 December 2017, amending CAP
Regulations, known as the ‘Omnibus process’, has
been

published.

Within

this

Regulation,

the

Commission states its concerns as regards to new
measures especially on producer co-operation. The
Commission notes the lack of impact assessment on
these new measures leading to an “unwelcome
degree of legal and procedural uncertainty of which

Voluntary origin labelling: draft EU
regulation published

the impact and implications are not known”.
Furthermore, the Commission “regrets that the issue

of the very limited role for both the Commission and

With quite some delay, the EU Commission

the National Competition authorities to act to

published its draft for EU wide rules for “indicating

preserve

the country of origin / place of provenance of the

addressed in a satisfactory manner by the co-

effective

competition

has

not

been
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legislators, and expresses concern with the possible
implications of this limitation for farmers and
consumers”. EDA has been active during the
Omnibus trialogues in pointing out these issues and
shares the concerns of the Commission on these

measures.

Trialogue agreement reached for
LULUCF regulation
Just before the end of 2017, the Commission,
Parliament

and

Council

finally

reached

a

provisional agreement on the ‘Effort Sharing’
regulation. Member States committed to reduce

First year of CETA: urgent need for
change of rules

their greenhouse gas emissions (GHG) in non-

During the CETA negotiations, the EU worked

compared to 2005 levels. Just a few days before,

hard to increase access to the Canadian cheese

the trialogue had also sealed the agreement on

market.

European cheese manufacturers were

the so-called LULUCF (Land Use, Land Change

pleased when Canada agreed to a new Tariff Rate

and Forestry) draft regulation with rapporteur

Quota (TRQ) of 16,000,000 kgs for non-industrial

MEP Norbert Lins (EPP, Germany), which was

EU cheeses, to be phased in from 2017 to 2022.

endorsed by Member States’ ambassadors to

In 2017, Canada allocated 745,299 kgs of TRQ.

the EU (COREPER). The new legislation will

Unfortunately, European cheese manufacturers

contribute to decreasing EU GHG via the better

didn’t get what we bargained for as Canada gave

protection and management of land and forests

half of the TRQ to Canadian cheese producers we

across the Union. The two complementary

compete with – and not to our customers.

In

proposals are in line with the Paris Agreement

2018, things will get worse when Canada

targets for 2030 and cover together over 50% of

allocates 5,333,000 kgs of TRQ.

all GHG emissions of the EU.

ETS sectors like waste and agriculture by 30%

“2017 demonstrated that Canada’s TRQ allocation
system is flawed, and it must be reviewed in 2018”,
states James McIlroy of the International Cheese
Council of Canada, representing importers of
European cheese. “In addition to giving TRQ to
the Europeans’ competitors, the system doesn’t
allocate TRQ directly to Canadian customers who
actually use it. Instead, Canada’s system has an
extra

layer

of

costly,

unpredictable,

and

speculative transfers.”
“Having half of the import licenses managed by
our competitors obviously does not go in the sense
and overall spirit of the free trade agreement – we
flagged this issue already in 2017, and our 2017

Your favourite Dairy Product?
”I like yogurt. Together with a
few slices of fresh fruits,
yogurt is a very light and
refreshing dessert or the
healthy basis for muesli."

MEP Norbert Lins
EPP, Germany

experience clearly shows that we need a change in
2018”, agreed EDA vice chair Attilio Zanetti.
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